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of the Minutes.

Minutes of the meeting held on 6 December 2018 and the 
extraordinary meeting held on 18 December 2018, circulated under 
separate cover.

3. Chairman's Announcements  

4. Declarations of Interest  

Councillors are reminded of their responsibility to declare any 
disclosable pecuniary interest which they may have in any item of 
business on the agenda no later than when that item is reached.  
Unless dispensation has been granted, you may not participate in any 
discussion of, or vote on, or discharge any function related to any 
matter in which you have a pecuniary interest as defined by 
regulations made by the Secretary of State under the Localism Act 
2011.  You must withdraw from the room or chamber when the 
meeting discusses and votes on the matter.

Matters for Decision

5. Acceptance of Supplementary Matters  
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7. Report of the Director of Regeneration and Place  

PART 1 - East Hampshire District Council Items

Section I

7.(i)  27202/035/FUL/LC - Tri golf Center, Headley Road, Grayshott, 
Hindhead, GU26 6JL  
BGH Construction Ltd

Change of use and conversion of building from golf driving range to 
place of religious worship (D1 use), formation of new vehicular access 
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and extension of car park (amended description) and (additional 
structural support information and amended Arboricultural Impact 
Assessment and Tree Protection Plan received by the Local Planning 
Authority on 14 September 2018).

Section II

There are no Section II items within this agenda.

PART 2 - South Downs National Park Items

Section I

8.(i)  ITEM WITHDRAWN - SDNP/18/02564/FUL - The Queens Hotel, 
High Street, Selborne, Alton, GU34 3JH  
Mr Guy Macklin

Conversion and alteration of the existing Queens building and barn to 
form 4 residential dwellings, including demolition of single storey 
structures, and the erection of 1 detached dwelling within the 
grounds, with associated parking and landscaping . (Final Bat Survey 
Report for Barn received 22/6/2018) Amended drawings received 3 
August 2018 Updated arboricultural information 28/9/2018.

Section II

There are no Section II items within this agenda.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

IF YOU WOULD LIKE A VERSION OF THIS AGENDA, OR 
ANY OF ITS REPORTS, IN LARGE PRINT, BRAILLE, 
AUDIO OR IN ANOTHER LANGUAGE PLEASE CONTACT 
DEMOCRATIC SERVICES ON 01730 234073.

Internet

This agenda and its accompanying reports can also be found on the East 
Hampshire District Council website: www.easthants.gov.uk

Public Attendance and Participation

Members of the public are welcome to attend and observe the meetings. 
Many of the Council’s meetings allow the public to make deputations on 
matters included in the agenda. Rules govern this procedure and for further 
information please get in touch with the contact officer for this agenda. 

Disabled Access

All meeting venues have full access and facilities for the disabled.

Emergency Procedure

Please ensure that you are familiar with the location of all emergency exits 
which are clearly marked. In the unlikely event of an emergency an alarm will 
sound.

PLEASE EVACUATE THE BUILDING IMMEDIATELY.

DO NOT RE-ENTER THE BUILDING UNTIL AUTHORISED TO DO SO.

No Smoking Policy

All meeting venues operate a no smoking policy on all premises and grounds

http://www.easthants.gov.uk/
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PLANNING COMMITTEE

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. This report considers planning applications submitted to the Council, as the Local 
Planning Authority, for determination.  It may also include items which are being 
determined by the Council on behalf of the South Downs National Park Authority.

East Hampshire District Council is acting as an agent for the South Downs National 
Park Authority in accordance with an agreement signed under Section 101 of the 
Town and Country Planning Act 1990.  Under this arrangement the Council can 
determine planning applications on sites within the South Downs National Park area 
of the district on behalf of the National Park Authority.  Applications for the South 
Downs National Park are prefixed with the letters SDNP. 

2.1. SECTIONS IN THE REPORT

The report is divided into two main parts; 

Part 1 – East Hampshire District Council

This part of the report considers applications and related planning matters which are 
being determined or considered by the Council as the Local Planning Authority.  

Part 2 – South Downs National Park Authority

This part of the report considers applications and related planning matters which fall 
within East Hampshire District’s area of the South Downs National Park and which 
the Council is determining or considering on behalf of the South Downs National 
Park Authority.  

Each part of the report is split into two sections:  

Section 1 - Schedule of Application Recommendations 

This Section deals with planning applications that have been received by the Council 
and which require the Planning Committee to make a decision to grant or refuse 
permission.  Each item contains a full description of the proposed development, 
details of the consultations undertaken and summary of the responses received, an 
assessment of the proposal against current policy, a commentary and concludes with 
a recommendation.  A presentation with slides will be made to Committee.  Public 
participation is allowed on Section 1 items.

Section 2 – Other matters 

This Section deals with other planning matters which are not the subject of a current 
application or are current applications which have already been determined and have 
been subject to a committee resolution to grant or refuse. 
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No formal presentation will be made to Committee, unless required, and there will be 
no public participation.”

2.2. All information, advice, and recommendations contained in this report are 
understood to be correct at the time of publication, which is more than one week in 
advance of the Committee meeting.  Because of the time constraints, some reports 
may have been prepared in advance of the final date for consultee responses or 
neighbour comment.  Where a recommendation is either altered or substantially 
amended between preparing the report and the Committee meeting or where 
additional information has been received, a separate Supplementary Matters paper 
will be circulated at the meeting to assist Councillors.  This paper will be available to 
members of the public.

3. PLANNING POLICY

3.1. All planning applications must be determined in accordance with the development 
plan, unless material considerations indicate otherwise (Section 38(6) of the Town 
and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004).  If the development plan contains material 
policies or proposals and there are no other material considerations, the application 
should be determined in accordance with the development plan.  Where there are 
other material considerations, the development plan will be the starting point, and 
other material considerations will also be taken into account.  One such 
consideration will be whether the plan policies are relevant and up to date.  The 
relevant development plans are the Hampshire Minerals and Waste Plan, The East 
Hampshire District Joint Core Strategy 2014, the East Hampshire District Local Plan: 
Housing and Employment Allocations 2016 and the saved policies in the East 
Hampshire District Local Plan: Second Review 2006.  The Development Plan also 
includes made neighbourhood Plans.

3.2. Although not necessarily specifically referred to in the Committee report, the relevant 
development plan will have been used as a background document and the relevant 
policies taken into account in the preparation of the  report on each item.  

3.3. The East Hampshire District Joint Core Strategy and Local Plan have policies that 
contain criteria that must be met if a particular form of development is to be allowed.  
Paragraph 2 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 2018 states:  
“Planning law requires that applications for planning permission be determined in 
accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate 
otherwise.”  

3.4. The Council may sometimes decide to grant planning permission for development 
that departs from a development plan if other material considerations indicate that it 
should proceed.  One of these material considerations is whether the plan is up-to-
date in terms of housing delivery.  

4. OTHER MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

4.1. Material considerations must be genuine planning considerations, i.e. they must be 
related to the development and use of land in the public interest.  They must also 
fairly and reasonably relate to the application concerned.  The Courts are the arbiters 
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of what constitutes a material consideration.  
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All the fundamental factors involved in land-use planning are included, such as the 
number, size, layout, siting, design, and external appearance of buildings and the 
proposed means of access, together with landscaping, impact on the 
neighbourhood, and the availability of infrastructure.  

4.2. Matters that should not be taken into account are:
 loss of property value  loss of view
 land and boundary disputes  matters covered by leases or covenants
 the impact of construction work  property maintenance issues
 need for development (save in 

certain defined circumstances)
 the identity or personal characteristics of 

the applicant
 competition between firms,  or matters that are dealt with by other 

legislation, such as the Building 
Regulations (e.g. structural safety, fire 
risks, means of escape in the event of 
fire etc). - The fact that a development 
may conflict with other legislation is not a 
reason to refuse planning permission or 
defer a decision.  It is the applicant’s 
responsibility to ensure compliance with 
all relevant legislation.

4.3. Government statements of planning policy are material considerations that must be 
taken into account in deciding planning applications.  These statements cannot make 
irrelevant any matter that is a material consideration in a particular case.  
Nevertheless, where such statements indicate the weight that should be given to 
relevant considerations, decision-makers must have proper regard to them.  

4.4. In those cases where the development plan is not relevant, for example because 
there are no relevant policies, the planning application should be determined on its 
merits in the light of all the material considerations. 

5. PLANNING CONDITIONS AND OBLIGATIONS 

5.1. The Council can impose conditions on planning permissions only where there is a 
clear land-use planning justification for doing so.  Conditions should be used in a way 
that is clearly seen to be fair, reasonable, and practicable.  One key test of whether a 
particular condition is necessary is if planning permission would have to be refused if 
the condition were not imposed.  Otherwise, such a condition would need special 
and precise justification. 

5.2. Where it is not possible to include matters that are necessary for a development to 
proceed in a planning condition the Council can agree a planning obligation under 
Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.  Planning obligations 
should meet the Secretary of State's policy tests.
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  They should be: 
 necessary;
 relevant to planning;
 directly related to the proposed development;
 fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the proposed development; and
 reasonable in all other respects.

5.3. The use of planning obligations is governed by the fundamental principle that 
planning permission may not be bought or sold.  It is therefore not legitimate for 
unacceptable development to be permitted because of benefits or inducements 
offered by a developer, which are not necessary to make the development 
acceptable in planning terms.  Planning obligations are only a material consideration 
to be taken into account when deciding whether to grant planning permission, and it 
is for the Council to decide what weight should be attached to a particular material 
consideration. 

6. PLANNING APPEALS 
Applicants have the right of appeal to the Secretary of State if an application is refused, or 
granted subject to conditions, or if it has not been determined within the specified period.  
Appeals are administered by the Planning Inspectorate - an executive agency reporting to 
the Secretary of State.  Appeals are considered by written representation, hearings, and 
public inquiries.  In planning appeals, it is normally expected that both parties will pay their 
own costs.  Costs can however, be awarded against the Council where it:

(a) fails to determine a planning application in good time – the Council must have good 
planning reasons to explain and justify why it did not make a decision in time.

(b) fails to carry out adequate prior investigation consistent with national policy and 
guidance.

(c) prevents or delays development that should clearly be permitted having regard to 
the development plan, national policy statements and any other material 
considerations.  It is the Councils responsibility to produce evidence to show 
clearly, why the development cannot be permitted. Reasons for refusal must be

 complete, 
 precise, 
 specific
 relevant to the application, and
 supported by substantiated evidence. 

(d) fails to show reasonable planning grounds for taking a decision contrary to officer 
advice 

(e) gives too much weight to neighbour objections - the extent of local opposition is not, 
in itself, a reasonable ground for resisting development. To carry significant weight, 
opposition should be founded on valid planning reasons that is supported by 
substantial evidence.

(f) relies on unsubstantiated objections where they include valid reasons for refusal 
but rely almost exclusively on local opposition from third parties, through 
representations and attendance at an inquiry or hearing, to support the decision.
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(g) fails to show that it has considered the possibility of imposing relevant planning 
conditions to allow development to proceed.

The following are examples given in Planning Practice Guidance of circumstances that 
may lead to an award of costs against the Council:
(a) ignoring relevant national policy – for example, the advice in NPPF,
(b) where a proposal is contrary to the development plan but the relevant policy has 

been superseded by national policy which advocates an entirely different approach. 
An example might be ignoring national advice in paragraph 77 of NPPF which may 
allow some market housing to bring forward a rural affordable housing exception 
site,

(c) acting contrary to, or not following, well-established case law,
(d) persisting in objections to a scheme, or part of a scheme, which has already been 

granted planning permission or which the Secretary of State or an Inspector has 
previously indicated to be acceptable,

(e) not determining like cases in a like manner – for example, imposing an additional 
reason for refusal on a similar scheme to one previously considered by the 
planning authority where circumstances have not materially changed,

(f) failing to grant a further planning permission for a scheme the subject of an extant 
or recently expired permission where there has been no material change in 
circumstances,

(g) refusing to approve reserved matters when the objections relate to issues that 
should already have been considered at the outline stage,

(h) imposing a condition that is not necessary, precise, enforceable, relevant to 
planning, relevant to the development permitted or reasonable and thereby does 
not comply with the advice in the Planning Practice Guidance on the use of 
conditions in planning permissions,

(i) requiring the appellant to enter into or complete a planning obligation which does 
not accord with the tests in para 56 of the NPPF, or

(j) not imposing conditions on a grant of planning permission where conditions could 
effectively have overcome the objection identified – for example, in relation to 
highway matters.

7. THE SECRETARY OF STATE'S ROLE

7.1 The Secretary of State has reserve powers to direct the council to refer an 
application to him/her for decision. This is what is meant by a 'called-in' application. 
In general, this power of intervention is used selectively and the Secretary of State 
will not interfere with the jurisdiction of local planning authorities unless it is 
necessary to do so.  The Planning Practice Guidance sets out the type of 
development proposals that directs local authorities to consult with the Secretary of 
State before granting planning permission.
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8. PROPRIETY
8.1 Councillors are elected to represent the interests of the whole community in 

planning matters and not simply their individual Wards.  When determining planning 
applications they must take into account planning considerations only.  This can 
include views expressed on relevant planning matters.  Local opposition or support 
for a proposal is not in itself a ground for refusing or granting planning permission, 
unless it is founded upon valid planning reasons. 

9. PRIVATE INTERESTS 

9.1 The planning system does not exist to protect the private interests of one person 
against the activities of another, although private interests may coincide with the 
public interest in some cases.  It can be difficult to distinguish between public and 
private interests, but this may be necessary on occasion.  The basic question is not 
whether owners and occupiers of neighbouring properties would experience financial 
or other loss from a particular development, but whether the proposal would 
unacceptably affect amenities and the existing use of land and buildings that ought 
to be protected in the public interest. Covenants or the maintenance/protection of 
private property are therefore not material planning consideration.

10.OTHER LEGISLATION 

10.1 Non-planning legislation may place statutory requirements on planning authorities, or 
may set out controls that need to be taken into account (for example, environmental 
legislation, or water resources legislation).  The Council, in exercising its functions, 
also must have regard to the general requirements of other legislation, in particular: 

 The Race Relations (Amendment) Act 2000, which prevents discrimination 
directly or indirectly in any functions, carried out by public authorities. 

 The Equality Act 2010, which places a duty on all those responsible for 
providing a service to the public not to discriminate against disabled people by 
providing a lower standard of service. 

 The Human Rights Act 1998, which incorporated provisions of the European 
Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) into UK law.  The general purpose of the 
ECHR is to protect human rights and fundamental freedoms and to maintain 
and promote the ideals and values of a democratic society.  It sets out the basic 
rights of every person together with the limitations placed on these rights in 
order to protect the rights of others and of the wider community.  The specific 
Articles of the ECHR relevant to planning include Article 6 (Right to a fair and 
public hearing), Article 8 (Right to respect for private and family life, home and 
correspondence), Article 14 (Prohibition of discrimination) and Article 1 of 
Protocol 1 (Right to peaceful enjoyment of possessions and protection of 
property).  All planning applications are assessed to make sure that the 
subsequent determination of the development proposal is compatible with the 
Act.  If there is a potential conflict, this will be highlighted in the report on the 
relevant item.
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11.PUBLIC SPEAKING
11.1 The Council has adopted a scheme for the public to speak on all Section 1 items. 

Where public speaking is allowed, the applicant or their representative, the local 
Parish/Town Council, and one objector may address the Committee, for a maximum 
of three minutes each, by prior invitation.  Members of the public wishing to speak 
must have contacted the Meeting Administrator in Democratic Services at least 48 
hours before the meeting.  It is not possible to arrange to speak to the Committee at 
the Committee meeting itself.

11.2 For probity reasons associated with advance disclosure of information under the 
Access to Information Act, neither the applicant, Parish Council, nor an objector will 
be allowed to circulate, show or display further material at, or just before, the 
Committee meeting.  

12. INSPECTION OF DRAWINGS

12.1 All drawings are available for inspection on the internet at www.easthants.gov.uk and 
at the Planning Development Reception area during our normal office hours.  The 
files and drawings will also be available 30 minutes prior to the start of meeting for 
Councillors to inspect.

13.FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

13.1 There are no direct financial implications arising from this report.  However, in the 
event of an appeal, further resources will be put towards defending the Council’s 
decision.  Rarely and in certain circumstances, decisions on planning applications 
may result in the Council facing an application for costs arising from a planning 
appeal.  Officers will aim to alert Members where this may be likely and provide 
appropriate advice in such circumstances.

Simon Jenkins
Director of Regeneration and Place

Background Papers:

 the individual planning application file (reference quoted in each case)
 the Hampshire Minerals and Waste Plan 2013
 East Hampshire Joint Core Strategy 2014
 East Hampshire Employment & Housing allocations Plan 2016
 East Hampshire District Local Plan: Second Review 2006 - Saved Policies
 Adopted Neighbourhood Plans: Alton, Bentley, Medstead & Four Marks and 

Petersfield
 Government advice and guidance contained in circulars, National Planning Policy 

Framework, Planning Practice Guidance and ministerial statements
 any other document specifically referred to in the report.

http://www.easthats.gov.uk/


PLANNING COMMITTEE

10 January 2019

POSSIBLE FUTURE ITEMS FOR COMMITTEE / SITE VISIT

The following items are for INFORMATION purposes only.  They comprise major 
applications that have either been submitted some time ago but are still not yet ready for 
consideration or are recently received applications that are not ready to be considered by 
the Committee or determined under the Scheme of Delegation.  The purpose of this report 
is to highlight the receipt of these applications to ensure that any issues that they raise are 
highlighted at an early stage.  Councillors may also suggest possible future site visits 
under this item.

Reference Description and Address
1 55587/096 Approval of Reserved Matters  persuant to application 

55587/001 for 190 dwellings, vehicular and pedestrian 
accesses, car parking including garages, internal access 
roads, footpaths, parking, circulation areas, hard and soft 
landscaping, play areas/equipment and other associated 
infrastructure and engineering works.

Land at and adjoining Bordon Garrison, Camp Road, 
Bordon

This application has only just recently been submitted and 
consultations and notifications are under way.  It is too 
early to make any decision as to how this application will 
be determined.

2 29294/006 Subdivision of existing single dwelling to create two 
dwellings, conversion of outbuilding to create one dwelling 
with associated gardens and parking area.

Woodside, Hewshott Lane, Liphook, GU30 7SS

This application has only just recently been submitted and 
consultations and notifications are under way.  It is too 
early to make any decision as to how this application will 
be determined.

3 55562/005 Outline planning application with all matters reserved, 
except the means of access to the highway network 
(junction arrangements) and associated highway 
improvements, for the demolition of existing buildings and 
the residential-led (C3) mixed-use development of the site 
with up to 800 dwellings, up to 2ha of employment land 
(uses B1 and B2), a Local Centre (including: local retail 



(food and non-food A1); financial and professional 
services (A2); restaurants, cafés, and drinking 
establishments (A3 and A4), hot food takeaways (A5), 
together with a primary school (D1) and community 
facilities (D2)), informal and formal open space, 
allotments, and acoustic bunds, together with associated 
drainage, utilities and all other associated and necessary 
infrastructure

Development Land East of Horndean, Rowlands 
Castle Road, Horndean, Waterlooville

This application has only just recently been submitted and 
consultations and notifications are under way.  It is too 
early to make any decision as to how this application will 
be determined.

4 SDNP/18/06028/FUL Tractor and implement store after removal of existing poly 
tunnel and container.

1 Tyling Cottages, Green Street, East Worldham, 
GU34 3AU 

This application has only just recently been submitted and 
consultations and notifications are under way.  It is too 
early to make any decision as to how this application will 
be determined.

5 SDNP/18/06356/PIP Planning Permission in Principle - three affordable 
dwellings and two market dwellings.

Land West of Wyck Lane, East Worldham, Alton

The South Downs National Park Authority has directed 
that this application will be dealt with by that Authority.  It 
has been included in this section for information only.

6 SDNP/18/06292/OUT Development of a business site comprising up to 4730 
sqm (gross) of employment floorspace, a residential site 
for up to 91 residential dwellings and the provision of a 
green space (including diversion of a public right of way) 
together with associated parking, landscaping and 
infrastructure.

Land North of Buckmore Farm, Beckham Lane, 
Petersfield

The South Downs National Park Authority has directed 
that this application will be dealt with by that Authority.  It 
has been included in this section for information only.



7 SDNP/18/06111/FUL Development of 46 dwellings (including affordable homes) 
and a shop, alterations to existing access onto Petersfield 
Road, hard and soft landscaping, drainage and all other 
associated development works

Liss Forest Nursery, Petersfield Road, Greatham, Liss
GU33 6HA

The South Downs National Park Authority has directed 
that this application will be dealt with by that Authority.  It 
has been included in this section for information only.

8 SDNP/18/06229/CND Variation of condition 3 on SDNP/17/03513/OUT - The 
construction of a C2 assisted living community for older 
people consisting of apartments, cottages and a 
community hub.

Land East of Harrier Way, Petersfield, Hampshire

The South Downs National Park Authority has directed 
that this application will be dealt with by that Authority.  It 
has been included in this section for information only.

9 SDNP/18/06215/REM Reserved Matters Application for Landscaping: 
Construction of a C2 assisted living community for older 
people consisting of apartments, cottages and a 
community hub.

Land East of Harrier Way, Petersfield, Hampshire

The South Downs National Park Authority has directed 
that this application will be dealt with by that Authority.  It 
has been included in this section for information only.







PART 1

EAST HAMPSHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL

PLANNING COMMITTEE
REPORT OF THE: DIRECTOR OF REGENERATION AND PLACE

Applications to be determined by the
Council as the Local Planning Authority

 10 January 2019

SECTION 1 – SCHEDULE OF APPLICATION RECOMMENDATIONS 

Item No.: 01
The information, recommendations, and advice contained in this report are correct as at 
the date of preparation, which is more than one week in advance of the Committee 
meeting. Because of the time constraints some reports may have been prepared in 
advance of the final date given for consultee responses or neighbour comments.  Any 
changes or necessary updates to the report will be made orally at the Committee 
meeting.

PROPOSAL Change of use and conversion of building from golf driving range to 
place of religious worship (D1 use), formation of new vehicular 
access and extension of car park (amended description) and 
(additional structural support information and amended 
Arboricultural Impact Assessment and Tree Protection Plan 
received by the Local Planning Authority on 14 September 2018).

LOCATION: Tri Golf Center, Headley Road, Grayshott, Hindhead, GU26 6JL
REFERENCE: 27202/035 PARISH:Grayshott
APPLICANT:  BGH Construction Ltd
CONSULTATION EXPIRY: 04 October 2018
APPLICATION EXPIRY: 21 September 2018
COUNCILLOR: Cllr F E Cowper
SUMMARY RECOMMENDATION: PERMISSION



This application has been referred to the Planning Committee for consideration at 
the request of the Local Ward Member to discuss the impact of the proposed 
access and traffic generation on the local highway network.

Site and Development

The site is situated immediately to the west of Applegarth Farm, outside the western 
edge of Grayshott, and measures 0.98 hectares in area.  The site is identified in the 
East Hampshire District Council Joint Core Strategy as a Local Gap between the 
settlements of Headley Down and Grayshott and lies outside any defined Settlement 
Policy Boundary. It consists of an existing elongated 'T-shaped' timber clad, single 
storey structure which is accessible from the existing Applegarth Farm shop entrance.
 
Permission was granted in 1996 for the change of use of the land to a golf driving range 
which was followed by an application in 2006 for the construction of a single storey 
extension to provide childcare facilities.  In 2014, the use of the site as a golf driving 
range ceased but part of the building has continued to be used a children's nursery and 
for storage purposes.

The land is identified as falling within Flood Zone 1, which is at the lowest probability of 
flooding (less than a 0.1% or 1 in a 1000 year event).

The southern part of the site is identified as being within a 400 metre buffer zone drawn 
around the boundary of Ludshott Common part of the Wealden Heaths Phase II Special 
Protection Area (SPA), which is designated as an internationally important site for 
ground nesting birds.  

The Headley Road boundary comprises mature trees, several of which are protected by 
a Tree Preservation Order and other forms of natural soft landscaping features. The 
existing building is set back from the road frontage by some 65 metres with a grassed 
area forming an intervention between the existing built form and highway.  An existing 
car park lies between the south-east flank elevation of the nursery and south-west rear 
facing elevation of the open fronted driving bays.

The proposal

Permission is sought for the conversion of the building from a golf driving range (Use 
Class D2) to a place of religious worship, which falls within a D1 use class.  The 
structure is proposed to be converted in to a meeting hall comprising 300 seats with 
associated facilities, such as a kitchen, toilets, meeting rooms and a designated area for 
the Rapid Relief Team (RRT).

The RRT is a charitable organisation that has been formed and manned by the 
Plymouth Brethren Christian Church (PBCC). The RRT assists and serves the wider 
community, emergency services, charitable and government organisations during times 
of tragedy, humanitarian crises, natural disasters and medical emergencies.  



The RRT intend to have an administrative role with an operations office and storage 
area for supplies at the site.

There are currently meeting halls for the Brethren community in Camelsdale, Passfield 
and Liphook with their main meeting hall located in Fernhurst.  The applicants' aim is to 
use the building as a replacement main hall due to the restrictive size of the Fernhurst. 
The existing local halls would continue to be used for smaller meetings.

The application also includes a proposal for the formation of a new vehicular access 
and extension of the existing gravelled car park to provide car parking for 75 vehicles, 
including the provision of cycle storage bays.  The access would be located in a gap 
between two existing protected Lime trees on the south western boundary of the site. 
The widest part of its opening on to the B3002 Headley Road would measure 
approximately 17.6 metres, narrowing to 5.6 metres.

Relevant Planning History

27202/019 - single storey extension to provide childcare facilities. Permission 
15/09/2006.

Development Plan Policies and Proposals

East Hampshire District Local Plan: Joint Core Strategy (2014)

CP1 - Presumption in favour of sustainable development 
CP2 - Spatial Strategy
CP6 - Rural economy and enterprise
CP16 - Protection and provision of social infrastructure
CP19 - Development in the countryside
CP20 - Landscape
CP21 - Biodiversity
CP23 - Gaps between settlements
CP27 - Pollution
CP29 - Design
CP31 - Transport

East Hampshire District Local Plan: Second Review (2006)

C6 - Tree Preservation
C14 - Conversion of Buildings in the Countryside

Vehicle Parking Standards SPD July 2018

Planning Policy Constraints and Guidance

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) July 2018



In this instance the following sections of the NPPF are considered to be particularly 
relevant to the consideration of the development;

1. Introduction
2. Achieving sustainable development
4. Decision-making
8. Promoting healthy and safe communities 
9. Promoting sustainable transport 
11. Making effective use of land 
12. Achieving well designed places
15. Conserving and enhancing the natural environment 

Village Design Statement - Grayshott Village Design Statement - non statutory planning 
guidance that has been the subject of public consultation and therefore is a material 
planning consideration.

Consultations and Town/Parish Council comments

Arboricultural Officer - No objection, subject to a condition requiring all work to be 
carried out in strict accordance with the submitted Arboricultural Method Statement.

Hampshire County Council Highways - No objection subject to the applicant entering 
into and obtaining a Section 278 Agreement with Hampshire County Council Highways 
and conditions requiring access construction provision and parking provision.

Environmental Health (Pollution) - No objection.

EHDC Drainage Consultant - No objection subject to conditions.

EHDC Rights of Way Officer - None received.

EHDC Traffic Management Team - Traffic team has no adverse comment to make on 
this application.

Grayshott Parish Council - No objection in principle to change of use. However, would 
like the following concerns addressed:

 HCC's input and advice will be needed to address highway safety as the access 
is close to a bend and near to the entrance to Applegarth Farm, the entrance and 
exit for Grayshott Spa and the junction of Hammer Lane with Headley Road. As a 
result of this application, traffic movements will increase in the area and will be 
concentrated at particular times of day. Traffic speeds can be well over the 
40mph limit. 

 Car park surfacing should be sympathetic to the site's location in the countryside. 
Reinforced grass paving (used at the nearby Natural Burial Ground), crushed 
stone or similar material should be used rather than tarmac.



 Any lighting on site needs to be sympathetic to the location in the countryside 
and local gap and in accordance with Dark Sky requirements.

Representations
 
64 letters of representation have been received raising objection to the proposed 
development on the following grounds;

a) contrary to policy as the site is located in countryside and Local Gap where 
development is not permitted;

b) existing building not suitable for conversion;
c) proposed development will not be of benefit to the whole community;
d) no evidence of marketing;
e) urbanisation of site;
f) unclear elevations and lack of information relating to RRT;
g) unsustainable location;
h) car park will create surface water run off problem;
i) EHDC should enforce its own planning policies;
j) noise and light pollution;
k) 80 new houses have already increased traffic;
l) 1 fatality and other accidents;
m) no buses on Sundays;
n) 4 people in each vehicle is unlikely;
o) impact on wildlife;
p) increase in pollution,
q) negative impact on Wealden Heaths SPA 400m buffer zone;
r) detrimental impact on Hammer Lane;
s) loss of green space;
t) if permission is granted, a restriction should be placed on further development, 

permission should be only named for the applicant and materials must be 
sympathetic;

u) access will be by car;
v) delays and congestion on existing roads;
w) inadequate number of car parking spaces;
x) incorrect statistics and information provided;
y) poor visibility which would result in a danger to users of the highway and,
z) no risk assessment.

Many negative comments have been received relating to the Plymouth Brethren 
Christian Church community that are not material planning considerations. As such, no 
regard shall be given to them.

35 letters of representation have been received from third parties in support of the 
proposal for the following reasons;



1. building already exists;
2. good use of redundant building;
3. additional traffic will be outside busy periods;
4. RRT is an excellent cause both locally and globally;
5. will be of benefit to local traders and businesses as footfall and passing traffic will 

increase,
6. new access road is shorter than existing,
7. existing trees will be kept and proposals for more planting,
8. meets the need for Christian Fellowship,
9. maintains space between Headley Down and Grayshott,
10.  improve appearance of existing building,
11.  will not increase more residents to the area,
12.  no effect on settlement gap,
13.  no new buildings are proposed,
14.  low usage of the site will have little if any impact on wildlife,
15.  proposal supports policy CP16 of the JCS,
16.  in accordance with local and government policy,
17.  Authority has a duty under Sections 49 of the Equality Act 2010,
18.  sustainable location,
19.  the applicants are a supportive community locally, nationally and globally,
20.  appropriate use and;
 site will be managed.

Determining Issues

1.  Principle of development.
2.  Impact on the character of the area.
3.  Impact on neighbour amenity
4.  Arboricultural implications.
5.  Access, movement and highway safety.
6.  Ecological impacts.
7.  Drainage

Planning Considerations 

1.Principle of development.

The site is located in an area of countryside outside any defined Settlement Policy 
Boundary. Paragraphs 83-84 of the NPPF (2018) state that planning policies and 
decisions should enable the development of accessible community facilities and 
recognises that sites to meet the community needs in rural areas may be adjacent or 
beyond existing settlements.  In these circumstances it will be important to ensure that 
development is sensitive to its surroundings, does not have an unacceptable impact on 
local roads and exploits any opportunities to make a location more sustainable.

This is further endorsed by policy CP16 of the East Hampshire District Council Joint 
Core Strategy (JCS) which is supportive of new and improved community facilities. 



Facilities which includes both cultural buildings, sport and leisure facilities and places of 
worship are referred to as community facilities in the National Planning Policy 
Framework. Given that the proposed use would remain a community facility, there 
would be no loss of social infrastructure meaning that there is no planning requirement 
to demonstrate that the use as a golf driving range is no longer viable or required.

Policy C6 of the JCS, at criterion (b), supports the conversion of existing rural buildings 
for appropriate uses, including community uses.

Policy CP19 of the JCS sets out that permission will only be granted for development 
within the countryside provided it meets several criteria, one of which is that there is a 
proven need for a countryside location.

The site is also identified as a gap between the settlements of Headley Down and 
Grayshott and comprises predominantly grassland. Policy CP23 of the JCS aims to 
retain the separate identity of each settlement and prevent coalescence of settlements.  
Furthermore, the policy states that "the gaps have not been identified for the express 
purposes of protecting the countryside (Policy CP19) or landscape (Policy CP20) but 
rather as a planning tool designed to shape the patterns of towns and villages. 
Development will only be permitted within gaps where:- 
 
a) it would not undermine the physical and/or visual separation of settlements; 
b) it would not compromise the integrity of the gap, either individually or cumulatively 
with other existing or proposed development; and 
c) it cannot be located elsewhere.

The lawful planning use of the site consists of a sports/leisure use (Use Class D2), 
albeit one that has ceased. 

Built form already exists within the site and this application seeks to change the use of 
the building and provide a new access and car park extension. Although external 
alterations are proposed to be made to the building, the overall height, eaves height and 
rooflines would remain the same as existing so as to ensure that the building does not 
appear uncharacteristically different. It is not proposed to increase the floor area of the 
building.

The site is already established and the proposed use and associated access with car 
park would be contained within the site and would not extend beyond the site 
boundaries.  The cumulative appearance of the proposal would not result in a significant 
visual change that would cause harm to the integrity of the local gap.  The belt of trees 
along the road frontages of Hammer Lane and Headley Lane would ensure that the 
physical and visual separation of Headley Down and Grayshott are maintained.

For the above reasons, the principle of the proposal is in accordance with the policies of 
the development plan, subject to all the other material planning considerations as 
discussed below.



2.  Impact on the character of the area

Policy CP20 of the JCS seeks to conserve and enhance the district's natural 
environment.   Policy CP29 of the JCS seeks to ensure that development proposals are 
of exemplary standards of design and architecture, with a high quality external 
appearance that respect the area's particular characteristics. It requires that 
developments are sympathetic to their setting in terms of scale, height and massing, 
and their relationship to adjoining buildings, spaces around buildings, and that 
developments should make a positive contribution to the overall appearance of the 
area.

The proposal seeks to convert a steel framed building from a golf driving range to a 
place of worship. The building is of a relatively simple form with low eaves and overall 
lack of fenestration. The proposed external changes to be made include the 
replacement of the external timber cladding, additional fenestration, internal insulation 
and the construction of a new wall to enclose the bay to the rear of the building.  A 
structural statement and cross section of the existing building have been received which 
satisfactorily establishes that the building is capable of conversion. Although the 
proposed works include external alterations and the addition of a new wall to enclose 
the driving bays, the new wall would not be constructed beyond the existing structure.

The vehicular access is to be constructed in a gap between two protected Lime trees.   
The access would open onto a new driveway of permeable construction, which would 
sweep north-easterly between the existing Alder trees where access to the car park is 
currently provided.  The car park would consist of a tarmac surface and provide 75 car 
parking spaces, 5 of which would be accessible spaces with an area designated for 
cycle parking. A tarmac drive would extend from the north-east corner of the car park to 
enable access to the Rapid Response Team internal storage area.
The access and car parking area in this rural location is likely to result in some change 
to the overall physical appearance of the road frontage. However, the protected trees 
would be retained, thus ensuring that the rural and sylvan character of the area is 
maintained. The access and car park would be set within the boundaries of the 
application site and, whilst the access would be visible from the public realm, the car 
park extension would be largely screened by landscape features.  Although the 
immediate area is rural in appearance, private access driveways as well as access to 
the nearby Grayshott Hall retreat, Applegarth Farm development are commonplace in 
the vicinity.  The provision of these items are not considered to be out of context or 
harmful to the rural character of the area.
The car park would be significantly larger than existing and would be constructed over 
grassland. The resultant works would appear somewhat urban in contrast to the existing 
verdant appearance of the existing site. However, the retention of the existing mature 
trees, dense undergrowth and existing soft landscaping features would sufficiently act 
as a backdrop and naturally minimise and screen the impact of the development. 



The proposal would not lead to a change in landscape character from countryside to an 
urban form of development. The openness and rural landscape of the countryside would 
not be diminished and the distinction between the settlements would be maintained.  
Therefore, the proposal would not detract from and unacceptably harm the rural 
character and appearance of the area and would accord with Policies CP19, CP20 and 
CP23 of the JCS of the Local Plan and the advice contained within the NPPF. 

3.  Impact on neighbour amenity

Planning policy CP27 of the JCS states "...that development will not be permitted if it 
would have an unacceptable impact on the amenity of the occupiers of neighbouring 
properties through loss of privacy or through excessive overshadowing". The nearest 
neighbouring residential properties are located approximately 60 metres to the north 
and 54 metres to the south west of the existing building.  Applegarth Farm Shop and 
Garden Centre lies 50 metres to the south east of the shared boundary of the site and 
Grayshott Hall lies approximately 75 metres south of the site.

Given these separation distances, landscaping and intervening highway, the building 
and the associated access and car park extension would be sufficiently distanced so as 
not to result in any overlooking or unacceptable noise or disturbance.  Given the lawful 
use of the site as golf driving range, it is not considered to likely result in more noise and 
disruption than the lawful use. Overall, it is considered that the proposal would not result 
in any significant adverse impact to the amenity of any adjacent residents.  As such, the 
proposal is in accordance with policy CP27 of the JCS.

4. Arboricultural implications

Policy CP20 of the JCS requires new development to protect the special characteristics 
of the district's natural environment such as trees.  Saved policy C6 of EHDC Local 
Plan: Second Review states that "...planning permission will not be granted for 
development that would damage or destroy one or more trees protected by a tree 
protected by a tree preservation order".

The application site lies within an area that is covered by a Tree Preservation Order. 
The road frontage boundaries along Headley Road and Hammer Lane consist of mature 
trees.  In particular the trees along Headley Road are protected by a Tree Preservation 
Order.  The access would be created between a gap between two protected Lime trees.  
A tree survey, Arboricultural Impact Assessment and Tree Protection Plan have been 
submitted in support of the application.  The Council's Arboricultural Officer considers 
that the proposed access and car park extension would not be detrimental to the health 
and stability of the Lime trees nor boundary trees, provided that the works are 
undertaken in accordance with the Arboricultural Impact Assessment and Tree 
Protection Plan. This would be secured through an appropriately worded planning 
condition.



As such, the proposals are considered to be in accordance with policy CP20 of the JCS 
and saved policy C6 of the EHDC Local Plan: Second Review.

5.  Access, movement and highway safety

Policy CP31 of the JCS requires that regard is had to any impact on the safety and 
convenience of the public highway. 

Paragraph 111 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states that "all 
developments that will generate significant amounts of movement should be supported 
by a transport statement or transport assessment to that the likely impacts of the 
proposal can be assessed".

The application seeks permission for the construction of a new vehicular access on to 
Headley Road which is subject to a 40mph speed limit.

Third party representations have expressed significant concerns (summarised earlier in 
the report) about the highway safety implications of the proposal, especially in the 
context of the nearby development of 80 residential units.

Proposed access arrangements

A single point of vehicular access would be provided into the site off Headley Road. The 
access road would extend in a north-easterly direction through the site and would 
provide access to the car park. The width of the internal access road would be 5.4 
metres and would allow two-way traffic to access/egress the site without conflict. The 
access road would be able to withstand the load of emergency appliances and a 
submitted tracking diagram indicates that a fire & rescue appliance can manoeuvre 
within the site. 

Visibility splays

Hampshire County Council, as Local Highway Authority, has assessed the access 
arrangements and confirmed that Headley Road is subject to a 40 mph speed limit, with 
visibility splays of 2.4 metres x 120 metres are proposed to the east and 2.4 metres x 97 
metres to the west.  The Local Highway Authority is satisfied with the proposed visibility 
splays and raises no objection to the proposed vehicular access arrangements.

Parking provision

Policy CP31 of the JCS states that development proposals should provide adequate 
vehicle parking in accordance with adopted standards. The Council's Adopted Vehicle 
Parking Standards SPD requires a minimum of 1 space per 5 fixed seats plus 1 space 
per 10sqm open hall.



In this instance, a minimum number of 60 spaces would be required to meet the 
standards for the maximum number of 300 seats being proposed (there being no 
additional meeting hall).  The development would provide a total 75 car parking spaces, 
of which 5 would be accessible, together with cycle storage, which meets the Council's 
minimum requirement.  The Local Highway Authority has confirmed that the parking 
provision within the site would be in accordance with policy CP31 and the EHDC 
Adopted Vehicle Parking Standards.
 
Impacts on highway network 
 
The submitted Transport Assessment (TA) uses the TRICS database to provide an 
estimation of the trips generated by the proposal. The TA indicates that the trip 
generation is explained to be lower than the potential existing use and the generation is 
likely to be outside of the AM and PM network peaks.

The TA indicates that the proposed hall is likely to a generate a maximum of 250 person 
trips to the site to attend church services.  The church services are held weekly at 18:30 
hours on Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sundays.  Morning worship services are 
carried out on Saturdays on a monthly basis and Sundays on a weekly basis. 

The agent has provided further clarification on the number of visitors expected to the 
site and has stated that “whilst the capacity might be 300, this results from the existing 
building rather than the need for all 300 spaces.  The current congregation is 
approximately 175 with the possibility of extra visitors on a Thursday night.  The 
maximum people anticipated is 250 on a Thursday evening”.

The new access has been promoted on the basis that worshippers would visit the site 
outside of peak hours.  Data submitted by the agent suggests that the proposal would 
add a maximum number of 62 vehicles outside peak hours. Due to the timings of the 
church services, public transport would be very limited.  Historically, members of the 
PBCC tend to comprise family groups who travel together.  The applicant anticipates 
that there will be a car occupancy of four visitors per vehicle, thus resulting in a 
maximum of 62 vehicle trips outside of the standard peak hours on the highway 
network.  The trip generation of the site is explained to be lower than the potential 
existing use and is likely to be outside of the AM and PM network peaks.

A Stage 1 Road Safety Audit and resultant report has been submitted by the applicant, 
which provides an independent assessment of the key design and operating 
arrangements of the proposed highway works.  Any road safety issues or problems that 
may affect users of the highway would be identified at this stage and any measures to 
eliminate or mitigate those problems recommended.

In this Case, the Road Safety Audit has not identified any severe issues as to render the 
proposal unacceptable.  In response to concern raised that the audit did not identify a 
nearby fatal highway incident, the applicant has submitted a statement from the auditors 
for clarification. 



The key points from it confirm that it occurred on 31 May 2014 at 9.10pm, a single car 
hit a tree on a straight section of Headley Road, some 180 metres west of the proposed 
access.

The Highway Authority has assessed the Road Safety Auditor’s response regarding the 
fatality in 2014 and concur with their findings.  Furthermore, the Highway Authority state 
that “The Highway Authority’s position has not changed and subject to the applicant 
obtaining a Section 278 agreement to construct the access, the Highway Authority 
would recommend no objection subject to the conditions listed within my consultee 
response. 

It is noted that local resident’s concerns are based on a local appreciation of the existing 
conditions and understanding of the road network.  Nonetheless, it is considered that 
the traffic impacts of this proposal have been appropriately assessed by the Local 
Highway Authority, who have confirmed no objection, subject to the applicant obtaining 
a Section 278 Agreement to construct the access on to Headley Road and conditions 
regarding access construction and parking provision. The Council's Traffic Management 
Team has no objection to the proposal.

For these reasons, is in accordance with of Policy CP31 of the JCS and the Parking 
Standards SPD. 

6. Impact on biodiversity

Policy CP21 of the JCS states that development proposals must maintain, enhance and 
protect the District's biodiversity and its surrounding environment.

The site lies within a 400 metre buffer drawn around the Wealden Heaths Phase II 
Special Protection Area (SPA), which incorporates Ludshott Common, located to the 
south-west of the site. The SPA is of European site interest designated for supporting 
breeding bird populations of European importance (Dartford Warbler, Nightjar and 
Woodlark).  Ludshott Common is also notified at a national level as a Site of Special 
Scientific Interest (SSSI).  The northern boundary of the site is also adjacent to 
Whitmoor Hanger Site of Importance for Nature Conservation, a local designation 
protecting this area of ancient woodland.

The application seeks permission for the change of use of an existing partially vacant 
building to a place of worship together with new access and car park.  Although the site  
is located within the 400m buffer zone, the proposal is not for residential development 
and, therefore the Habitat Regulations are not engaged.

7. Drainage

The NPPF sets out the Government’s national policies on different aspects of land use 
planning in England in relation to flood risk.



The site is located in Flood Zone 1 (low probability of flooding) whereby policy CP25 of 
the JCS requires consideration to be given to any flood risk at the development site. 
There are no known historic flooding issues affecting the site.

The Council’s Drainage Consultant has reviewed the proposal and states that the 
development "will generate increased run-off which must be attenuated on site and not 
increase flood risk elsewhere. The drainage system must be designed to cater for the 
1:100 year + 40% climate change event. Ground conditions are likely to be sandstone, 
which may or may not be suitable for conventional soakaway techniques. No objection 
is made in principle to the proposal, subject to satisfactory drainage systems for both 
foul and surface water which can be secured by appropriately worded conditions.  As 
such, the proposal would accord with policy CP25 of the JCS.

Response to Parish/Town Council Comments

Grayshott Parish Council has not raised objection to the proposed change of use but 
have concerns relating to highway safety, car park surfacing and lighting.  With the 
exception of lighting, these matters have been addressed in the report.

Due to its rural setting, it is appropriate to prevent external lighting/floodlighting unless 
first agreed in writing by the Planning Authority, secured through a suitably worded 
condition

Conclusion

The change of use and conversion of the building from a golf driving range to a place of 
worship would be acceptable in principle, in accordance with Policies CP6 and CP19 of 
the Joint Core Strategy.  The impacts associated with the proposed development, in 
terms of the impact upon the Local Gap, would not unacceptably impact upon the rural 
character and appearance of the area.  The existing mature native landscape and 
protected trees would be retained, which would help to assimilate the development into 
the wider landscape. The Local Highway Authority has no objection to the development 
with regards to highway safety.   

For these reasons it is concluded that the proposal is in accordance with the policies of 
the East Hampshire District Local Plan: Joint Core Strategy and saved policies of the 
East Hampshire District Local Plan: Second Review and the National Planning Policy 
Framework.

RECOMMENDATION  PERMISSION subject to the following conditions:

1 The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration 
of three years from the date of this planning permission.
Reason - To comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning 
Act 1990



2 The development hereby permitted shall be constructed in accordance 
with the materials specified within the approved details, unless details of 
other suitable materials are otherwise agreed in writing by the Local 
Planning Authority.
Reason - To ensure that a harmonious visual relationship is achieved 
between the new and the existing developments.

3 The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in strict 
accordance with the approved Arboricultural Method Statement prepared 
by Martin Dobson Associates dated 14 September 2015 including 
appendices MD 5 (without lighting bollard in the RPA), MD6, MD 7 and 
MD 8.  Any variation shall be first agreed in writing with the Local 
Planning Authority. The condition will not be discharged on completion of 
the development without satisfactory written and photographic evidence 
of contemporaneous supervision and monitoring of the tree protection 
measures and construction methods stipulated in the above documents, 
throughout construction, by a suitably qualified and pre-appointed tree 
specialist.
Reason - To ensure that the trees on and around the site are adequately 
protected from damage to their health and amenity value.

4 No development shall start on site until the access, including the footway 
and/or verge crossing shall be constructed and lines of site of 2.4 metres 
by 120 metres east and 2.4 metres by 97 metres west provided in 
accordance with the approved plans.  The lines of site splays shown on 
the approved plan shall be kept free of any obstruction exceeding 600mm 
in height above the adjacent carriageway and shall be subsequently 
maintained so thereafter.
Reason - To provide satisfactory access with sufficient levels of visibility 
in the interests of highway safety.

5 Before use of the development is commenced provision for parking shall 
have been made within the site in accordance with the approved plans 
and shall be retained thereafter.
Reason - To ensure adequate on-site car parking provision for the 
approved development.

6 No development shall commence on site until details of a scheme for foul 
and surface water drainage has been submitted to, and approved in 
writing by, the Local Planning Authority.  Such details should include 
provision for all surface water drainage from parking areas and areas of 
hardstanding to prevent surface water from discharging onto the highway 
and should be based on site investigation and percolation tests.  The 
development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details 
before any part of the development is first occupied and shall be retained 
thereafter.
Reason - To ensure adequate provision for drainage. 



It is considered necessary for this to be a pre-commencement condition 
as such details need to be taken into account in the construction of the 
development and thus go to the heart of the planning permission.
Note: The applicant is requested to contact the Council's Drainage 
Consultant as soon as possible to discuss the details required for the 
discharge of the above condition.

7 The proposed hard surface/s shall either be made of porous materials or 
provision shall be made to direct run-off water from the hard surface/s to a 
permeable or porous surface within the site.
Reason - To ensure adequate provision for surface water drainage and 
avoid discharge of water onto the public highway.

8 The use of the building hereby approved shall only be used as a place of 
worship and religious instruction (including office use and equipment 
storage for the Rapid Relief Team) and for no other purpose, including 
any other purpose in Class D1 of the Schedule to the Town and Country 
Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987, or in any provision equivalent to that 
class in any statutory instrument revoking or re-enacting that Order 
without modification.
Reason -  To ensure that the building is used as a place of worship only 
since it lies within a rural area to which restrictive planning policies apply 
and where only that development needed to meet the essential 
requirements of the locality is normally permitted.

9 No external lighting shall be installed on the site unless details of its 
design (including the type, position, orientation and luminance of the 
fitting to be used) has been submitted to and approved in writing the Local 
Planning Authority.  
Reason - To maintain planning control in the interests of the visual 
amenity of the site and in the interests of highway safety.

10 The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance 
with the following approved plans and particulars:

Application form
CIL form
Planning Statement
Transport Statement
Tree Survey and Arboricultural Impact Assessment dated 14th September 
2018
Tree constraints plan
Drg no. 001 Rev PL02 - location plan
Drg no. 002 Rev PL02 - existing block plan
Drg no. 003 Rev PL02 - existing site plan
Drg no. 010 Rev PL01 - proposed block plan
Drg no. 011 Rev PL05 - proposed site plan indicting removal of external 



lighting.
Drg no. 012 Rev PL04 - proposed floor plan
Drg no. 170413-03 Rev A - proposed access
Drg no. 170413-02 Rev A - proposed cross section
Drg no. 016 Rev PL00 - existing and proposed south elevation
Drg no. 017 Rev PL00 - existing and proposed north elevation
Drg no. 018 Rev PL00 - existing and proposed west elevation
Drg no. 019 Rev PL00 - existing and proposed east elevation
Drg no. 020 Rev PL00 - building images
Drg no. 1 of 2 - site survey
Drg no. 2 of 2 - site survey
Drg no. 3 of 3 - site survey
Structural Statement prepared by C N Wood dated 13th September 2018.
Stage 1 Road Safety Audit
Drg no. 170413-TK01 - Swept path analysis
Cross section drawing.

Reason - To ensure provision of a satisfactory development

Informative Notes to Applicant:

1 In accordance with paragraphs 186 and 187 of the NPPF East 
Hampshire District Council (EHDC) takes a positive and proactive 
approach and works with applicants/agents on development proposals in 
a manner focused on solutions by:

 offering a pre-application advice service,

 updating applicant/agents of any issues that may arise in the 
processing of their application and where possible suggesting 
solutions.

In this instance the applicant was updated of any issues after the initial 
site visit.

CASE OFFICER: Mrs Lisa Conway 01730 234416 9-2pm W/T/F
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Proposed site plan

Existing site plan
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Proposed access arrangement
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